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Abstract
Nowadays, people prefer browsing images and videos on their phones rather than
reading a book (Thain 2018). Even if they decide to read something, they are still
heavily distracted by electronic devices. In my thesis, I’m trying to balance the visual
and text information and help people to stay more focused while reading. My solution:
Focus is an AR glasses system that recognizes the contents users are viewing and
records users’ reading and image browsing time. And users have to earn image/video
time by reading the text. The glasses block images/videos if they run out of image time.
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Problem and Solution Statement
Why don’t people want to read books anymore? I believe one of the major reasons is
that people spend too much time on image-heavy APPs on smartphones. Nowadays,
almost everyone uses a smartphone. They use social media APPs to connect with
others. More and more image-based social media apps are showing up, such as
Instagram, Snapchat, and Pinterest (Feng et al. 2019, 44). Users are getting used to
dealing with image/video-based information more often.
Those image-based social media apps are mostly imaging with only one line of text
information. Text is secondary to the image posted. And users choose who to follow
based mostly on what they see, not the person’s background, which gradually changed
users’ habits, making them more comfortable processing image and video information.
The habits cause many problems. People prefer watching a video rather than reading a
book. Even if they decide to read something, they are still heavily distracted by
electronic devices (Soroya and Ameen 2020, 563). Moreover, the habit of preferring
visual information makes them lack patience when dealing with text, making it hard to
focus on reading and minds keep wandering.
To solve this problem and help people get the ability to read back, I want to design an
AR Glasses system that balances the forms of information users receive and helps
users more focus while reading. The system will record users reading and image
browsing time. Users need to earn image browsing time by reading (Adaval, Saluja, and
Jiang 2018, 54).

Design Process
I used to love reading books, but nowadays I find myself reading less and less. Even if I
decide to read, I have a hard time focusing on the text I’m reading. I’m heavily distracted
by electronic products around me, such as my phone, laptop, and iPad. I felt more
comfortable dealing with visual information like images or videos (Li and Xie 2019, 8).
To confirm this problem exists, I interviewed a couple of my friends who all had similar
problems to mine. Some of them used to like reading and found themselves reading
less and less, and some of them barely read books from the beginning (Rahmat,
Rahman, and Hassan 2018). The people who used to like reading believe that too many
distractions keep them from reading a book. And they are more willing to browse on
image-heavy social APPs such as Instagram and Tik Tok.
I also did some online research to further the problem. According to TGI consumer
research from Kantar Media, only 51% of adults in the UK read at least one book in
2019, which means this is a decrease from 56% in the prior year, and almost half of
adults in the UK didn’t read a single book in a year (Kozlowski 2020). The situation isn’t
any better in the US. According to an article in Maclean’s magazine by Jonathon

Gatehouse, only 28% of Americans read 11 or more books in a year, and 28% proudly
admit to not reading even once (Kozlowski 2020).
I was initially going to design a mobile APP that helps people with their reading
problems. However, based on my competitive analysis, there are a lot of different
reading APPs on mobile devices. They don’t seem to have solved the problem. I
realized that people could switch to other social apps anytime they wish. And even if the
App is monitoring their activities, people can still choose to delete or ignore the APP. My
solution needs to be something people can’t easily get rid of and can monitor what
people view at any time. And from my own experience and interview with my friends, I
learned that if you are forced to do something positive. It gradually becomes your habit,
and you realize that you actually benefit from that habit. So AR glasses naturally came
to my mind because AR glasses can monitor what users are viewing all day and block
information that doesn’t need to be seen by users (Ku et al. 2019, 632).
The final solution I came up with was an AR glasses system that recognizes the content
users view on mobile devices or other platforms. It records users reading and image
browsing time (Szajna et al. 2020, 3623). It will remind users of the AR glasses. Users
have a fixed image/video browsing time and daily reading goals. The glasses block
images/videos if they run out of image time. If they want extra browsing time, they have
to earn it by finishing reading goals. The daily reading goal is divided into 4 small goals;
finishing each goal will get users some browsing time. Users can also check how they
are doing on their previous reading goals on the calendar function. And many users
mentioned they were having difficulty focusing during reading; they often lose track of
which line of text they read. So I added an eye-tracking function, and the already read
text will be highlighted to remind users where they are at their reading (Valliappan et al.
2020, 10).

Conclusion
In summary, people are reading fewer and fewer books. For my thesis project, “Focus”,
the AR glasses system is to help people read more books and get a better reading
habit. The system forces users to read to earn more phone browsing time until reading
becomes a habit. It also has an eye-tracking function to help users focus on their
current reading activities. The daily goal and calendar feature helps users to manage
their reading schedule better. Overall, “Focus” solves reading problem and can be
applied in education and personal areas.
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